CROSSWORD
No. 15,814 Set by CHALMIE

ACROSS
1 Colour-coordinate packaging for small car company (8)
5 Fear naked golfers regularly get below-par scores (6)
10 River swallows politician with large facial features (7)
11 Anteater chained up (7)
12 Rejected American slogan adopted by oil company – it's toast! (7,2)
13 Wearing nothing, German stops to poke (5)
15 Supple snake's movement to shed skin (5)
16 Critic of French art I love to bits (8)
19 Horse excellent, hitting new peak (8)
20 Club cut price in half (5)
21 Half-heartedly worried about having a safety device (5)
23 More difficult to understand relative with rare disorder (9)
25 Taxi about to stop at nightclub (7)
27 Bows down in church, knocking into ecumenical service leaders (7)
28 Snack excellent on Greek island (6)
29 Goes on forward, keeping relative sweet at first (8)

DOWN
1 After uniform disappears from test hub, everything is put into storage (8)
2 First of 20 points team lost to distractions (11)
3 Greeting small number at festival (9)
4 Nothing like island retreat (5)
6 Like chicken grey (5)
7 Was first light (3)
8 Art school puts up decorations which miss the mark (5)
9 Marx Brother shortly going up-river in aircraft (8)
14 In a desperate situation, princess needs knight to break free from chains (4,7)
16 A French nobleman with time and power to go over bridges (8)
17 Car crash scene with groups of people watching (9)
18 Half of town's lawyers heading off travellers (8)
21 Confronts experts with force (5)
22 Pictures taken by detective showing weapons (5)
24 Beg prison to take Donald first (5)
26 Unacceptable 24 (3)

Solution 15,813

REHEARSAL COAT I
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RHE T PETTY CASH